CHURCH TERMINOLOGY

1. SACRISTY                  WHERE ACOLOYTES GET DRESSED
2. NARTHEX                   BACK OF THE CHURCH
3. TORCH                     A CANDLE THAT IS CARRIED
4. TORCHBEARER               PERSON WHO CARRIES THE TORCH
5. OFFERING PLATES           COLLECTS THE MONEY
6. ALMS BASIN                COLLECTS THE OFFERING PLATES
7. OBLATIONS                 BRING BREAD AND WINE FORWARD
8. CREDANCE TABLE            TABLE HOLDS WINE, WATER, PLATES
9. PULPIT                    WHERE THE SERMON IS GIVEN
10. NAVE                     WHERE THE PEOPLE SIT
11. SANCTUARY                WHERE THE ALTAR IS
12. PSALM                    READ BETWEEN 1ST AND 2ND LESSON
13. LECTERN                  WHERE THE LESSONS ARE READ
14. GENUFLECT                BEND ON ONE KNEE
15. PROCESSIONAL CRUCIFER    ONE WHO CARRIES THE
                              PROCESSIONAL CROSS
16. EPISTLE SIDE             THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE CHURCH
                              (AS YOU ARE FACING THE ALTAR)
17. GOSPEL SIDE              THE LEFT SIDE OF THE CHURCH
                              (AS YOU ARE FACING THE ALTAR)
18. ACOLOYTE                 FOLLOWER/ATTENTDENT
19. ALB                      LONG WHITE ROBE
20. CINCTURE                 ROPE TIED AROUND WAIST
21. BOW  BEND AT WAIST
22. CHANCEL  BETWEEN THE SANCTUARY AND THE 
               NAVE (WHERE THE CHOIR SITS)
23. LITURGICAL CROSS  SECOND CROSS IN PROCESSION
24. PASchal CANDLe  BIG TALL CANDLe LIT AT BAPTISMS
                    AND EASTER AND OTHER
                    OCCASIONS
25. ADVENT WREATH  A CIRCLE OF CANDLES, PURPLE AND 
                    PINK, THAT ARE LIT BEFORE
                    CHRISTMAS DURING THE SEASON OF 
                    ADVENT.
26. LECTOR  ONE WHO READS THE LESSONS
27. LEM  LAY EUCHARISTIC MINISTER, WORKS
              WITH THE PRIEST AND DEACON
28. SANCTUS BELLS  BELLS THAT ARE RUNG DURING THE
                    "HOLY, HOLY, HOLY" (SANCTUS)
29. HOLY, HOLY, HOLY  THIS IS CALLED THE SANCTUS
30. LITURGICAL CALENDAR  THE CALENDAR THAT WE LOOK AT 
                           TO SEE WHAT COLOR CINCTURE TO 
                           WEAR.
31. RED CINCTURE  SEASON OF PENTECOST (COLOR OF
                    FIRE AND OF BLOOD)
32. GREEN CINCTURE  SEASON BETWEEN ALL THE OTHER
                    SEASONS (THE COLOR OF LIVING
                    THINGS AND OF GOD'S CREATION)
33. WHITE CINCTURE  SYMBOLIZING JOY, PURITY AND TRUTH
                    (USED A LOT)
34. PURPLE CINCTURE  SEASON OF ADVENT AND LENT
                    (SYMBOLIC OF PENTENCE AND 
                    EXPECTATION)